
 
 
 
 

 
 

Coming up next week…13/06/2022 
Please can we have any junk modelling resources such as small boxes, tubes, plastic 

punnets, yogurts, plastic lids etc. Thank you. 

 
Learning in school: 

Topic: Big Wide World 

This next half term we will be learning about the world. We will be looking at our 

local environment, transport, maps and countries around the world. 

 

We are incredibly excited to start our week with our very own Mead Transport 

Museum (but shhhh… it’s a secret that the children don’t know about yet!). Thank you 

to everyone who has helped to make our transport museum a reality! This incredible 

first-hand experience will enhance the children’s learning and be the stimulus for 

creating posters, making tickets, information booklets and observational drawings. 

We will then think about which of these forms of transport we would most like to use 

for travel and where we’d go in it! The Transport Museum will be outside so please 

check the weather to ensure your child is dressed appropriately for the weather e.g. 

wearing sunscreen etc.  

 

We will ventilate the classrooms all day and spend as much time as possible outside, so 

please make sure your child has appropriate clothing/ sunscreen applied and sunhats 

for sunny days. 
Phonics: 

This week in Phonics we will be revising reading CCVC e.g. sweet and CCCVC e.g. screen. 

We will also be recapping the tricky words: are, pure, sure, here, little and says. 

Maths: 

In Maths we will be continuing our fractions topic by learning how to share. We will 

begin the week by looking at fair and unfair sharing with the children being taught the 

stem sentence “When we share fairly everyone should have the same.” This week, we 

will be learning how to share using the one for me, one for you method.   

Additional notes and reminders 

Homework 

This half term, we will be focusing on writing. We will be sending home a different 

picture each week to stimulate writing. This homework has already gone home on 

 



Tuesday. We have included a colour version of the picture below for children to have a 

closer look at. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Class email addresses: 

turtles@mead.surrey.sch.uk 

starfish@mead.surrey.sch.uk 

jellyfish@mead.surrey.sch.uk  

 

Please note that as the week progresses it is sometimes necessary to change what is 

planned to meet the learning needs of the children and therefore changes to the above 

may occur. 
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